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Welcome

Eddie Copeland, Director LOTI



Vision
The change we want 
to see in the world

LOTI wants to see a future where 
London’s public sector organisations 
can thrive in the digital era, achieving 
their best for London’s residents.



Helping senior managers and political 
leaders develop their understanding and 

skills to make the most of digital; 
building the digital skills pipeline.

Digital Leadership
Facilitating better peer-to-peer sharing 

of needs, ideas, evidence, tools, 
patterns and code to build boroughs’ 

collective knowledge.

Sharing & Reusing
Encouraging more effective 

collaboration, relationships and 
networks with suppliers, GovTech, 

TechforGood, universities and 
nonprofits.

Better Partnerships

Supporting the adoption of useful 
technical standards and common 

approaches 
and practices. 

Embedding Standards
Removing barriers to responsible data 

sharing. Vetting and managing 
collaborative data projects across 

London’s public sector.

Data Collaboration
Helping boroughs spread the risk, 

reduce the cost and accelerate their 
learning about new innovations.

Shared Experiments
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Year 1 Focus: 
Fixing the plumbing by improving….

Digital 
Skills

Tech 
Procurement

Data 
Collaboration

Building boroughs’ pipeline 
of digital skills and the 
networks that support 

them

Improving procurement 
through better evidence 

and collaboration

Breaking down barriers to 
data collaboration



Collaboration is really, 
really hard.

But it’s also worth it.



Our objective for #IoTWeek

Eddie Copeland & Nathan Pierce



What we did this week

Ed Parkes, Emerging Field



MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

MAP
MAP a bit more &

SKETCH
DECIDE & 

PROTOTYPE
PROTOTYPE 

& TEST
PRESENT

Standup Standup Standup Standup

Panels
(aka Expert 
Interviews)

Find teams / topics
Prioritise Sketches to 

Develop Further
Prototyping Final final prep

Questions to “How 
might we…?”

Further research 
(Mapping)

Begin Prototyping Test
Feedback and 
Presentation

What do we know 
already?

Sketch initial ideas Begin final prep

Daily Show and Tell Daily Show and Tell Daily Show and Tell



MONDAY



We heard from some expert panels

Panel 1: 
How can boroughs make informed 
decisions about which IoT technologies 
can help deliver their desired outcomes?

Panel 2: 
How can we ensure IoT data delivers real 
insights that benefit the whole of 
London?

Panel 3: 
How can we deploy IoT technology in a 
way that engenders citizens’ trust? @LOTI_LDN @CitiesSharing #IoTWeek



We reviewed a 
list of 

crowdsourced 
questions and 

identified what 
was missing

@LOTI_LDN @CitiesSharing #IoTWeek



HMW...

@LOTI_LDN @CitiesSharing #IoTWeek

We turned the 
questions into 

“How Might 
We...?”

statements



Strategy

● Develop an IoT Service Standard for London?
● Create a collaborative approach to IoT in London?
● Map what’s going on in London
● Develop a vision for the use of IoT in London? 

(perhaps through lens of specific location like 
Oxford Street)

HMW...



Use / Business 
Cases

● Develop and maintain a catalogue of use cases and 
user stories (where they worked or failed)

● Develop a reusable set of business case templates 
● Develop a single business case for London? (e.g. for 

a specific challenge area, like climate emergency)

HMW...



Data 
Insights

● Share / join up IoT data amongst boroughs (and 
between teams within one borough)?

● Share data between residents, private sector, other 
public sector. 

● Better understand the value of IoT data
● Use data standards
● Understand and address the (cyber)               

security aspects of IoT?

HMW...



Public Trust

● Develop a robust approach to IoT ethics and governance (and 
understand similarities / differences to general use of data)

● Raise awareness and educate the public about IoT data 
collection and how it’s used

● Give citizens agency over the use of IoT in their communities
● Openly and honestly share lessons from breach incidents 

across boroughs
● Ensure providers of IoT tech have embedded citizens’ / 

boroughs’ values in the tech

HMW...



TUESDAY



|#IoTWeek
Tuesday Research Group









WEDNESDAY



|#IoTWeek
Wednesday Research Group



10
Highlights / standout ideas 
Analytics page with import and 
export functionality (that meets 
BSI standards)
Intended user: any borough 
officers
Schemas/databases developed 
are guided by use cases
Important objections
Analytics dashboards might 
scare off small boroughs? Might 
it make IOT put complexity at 
the front
Who’s using? Might be too 
complex for non-technical 
people across Boroughs?
Similar to London Datastore but 
with BSI standards (and other 
data standards) imposed
Kingston and Sutton might be 
doing this anyway as part of their 
project
Several similar portals in 
transport space, e.g. 
oneTRANSPORT, ConVEx project
VOTES: 2
PV
CDOP



|



THURSDAY



|#IoTWeek
Thursday Research Group



|#IoTWeek
Thursday Research Group



|#IoTWeek
Thursday Research Group



TODAY



Presentations from the teams



LIVE Q&A DURING 
PRESENTATIONS

Join at sli.do

Enter event code #IoTWeek

Start question with name of 
group

https://www.sli.do/


A common approach 
for IoT in London

@LOTI_LDN @CitiesSharing #IoTWeek



How might we...

● help boroughs commission IoT with more confidence
● create a common approach for London
● reduce the barriers that boroughs face
● replace chaos with collaboration

Proposal - build a framework/guidance for London, based on 
existing standards and guidance, that helps boroughs design and 
procure IoT



The User Journey of a Borough Officer...



Existing Guidelines

● GDS Service Standards
● NYC Guidelines for IoT
● Amsterdam IoT Design 

Manifesto
● Many more...





Led by outcomes







Wireframe



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4YjTq1Q-_A




A big thank you to:

Christy Mitchell - World Economic Forum
Nana Manitara - Methods Digital
Arjun Puri - SCC
Paul McDonald - Westminster and RBKC
Nathan Pierce - GLA
Genta Hajri - LOTI
Alex Gluhak - Digital Catapult
Julie Alexander - Places for People
Rebecca Mackenzie - Microsoft



Group 2

@LOTI_LDN @CitiesSharing #IoTWeek



“SHARE IoT” (by LOTI) 

The Collaborative London IoT Portal



“Why”

● Fear to start

● No collaboration

● Pilot repetition

● Wasted learning

Active or planning IoT

“Sharing will accelerate successful IoT 
deployments across London”



Who is this for?

LONDON & COUNCIL 
LEADERSHIP

COUNCIL OFFICERS

SOLUTION PROVIDERS
(private sector and academic)

RESIDENTS & 
VISITORS

How can I use IoT 
to solve strategic 

challenges?

What is IoT and 
what’s going on in 

my Borough?

What are the 
needs of London 
and how can we 

share what we’ve 
done already?

What ideas might 
we investigate and 

how would I 
implement them?





Guidance

SHARE IoT - Collaborative London IoT Portal 
Welcome, what information are you looking for today?

For local authorities:

For solution providers:

Find business 
cases

IoT toolkit Procurement 
frameworks

Find current 
projects

For residents and visitors:

In my borough

Challenges

Future 
projects

Live updates Consultations Education

Digital 
inclusion

Skills and 
workforce

Useful apps

Forum



@LOTI_LDN @CitiesSharing#IoTWeek

Filter by:

Category: Environmental sustainability ▾

Status:        Completed ▾

Region:     London ▾

Local Authority:              All ▾

Challenge type:            Economic growth ▾

Westminster
Smart parking EV project

Read more

Guidance

SHARE IoT - Collaborative London IoT Portal 

Budget:                    Less than £100,000 ▾

Borough involved:                                        All ▾

Completed

Search past, present and future IoT business cases and case studies



@LOTI_LDN @CitiesSharing #IoTWeek

Prototype demo

















Getting it done...

● Who is leading this?

● Which boroughs?

● Borough champions

● What content?

● How much? Who pays?

● What operating model?

● Incentivise use

● Expand to wider regions

● Links London Datastore / 

London Infrastructure 

map

● Promote success!

● Content gathering

● Design and build

● Launch and rollout to 

LOTI members

Discovery Alpha Beta



Big thank you to the team

Adam Chaffey - Liveable Cities 
Csaba Kiraly - Digital Catapult
Mark Jenkinson - Crystal Associates
Perry Hazell - Southwark Council
Pierre Venter - Sutton and Kingston Councils
Ron Oren - Connected Places Catapult



Group 3

@LOTI_LDN @CitiesSharing #IoTWeek



An IoT Awareness 
Campaign



...raise awareness and educate 
the public about IoT data 

collection and how it is used?

An awareness campaign that explains IoT in a way 
that everyone can understand 

HMW...



The problem
Local government officers: 

● Lack knowledge and 
awareness of what IoT is

● Lack awareness the ability to 
communicate how IoT 
benefits the public

● As a result it is difficult for 
local government to build 
trust with the public on the 
IoT 

T



Inspired by:
Wellington 
Resilience 
Strategy



My Perfect Day

What effect can IoT have on 
residents’ everyday experience?



My Average Day



My Perfect Day

Clean and 
Safest Route



Who is involved?
Co-Creation

Smart City / 
IoT Officers

Service 
Delivery

Holistic 
Pan-London



This idea can be sustained by:

● Empowering Boroughs to 
take ownership

● IoT literacy is increased 

● Funds are available for 
continued engagement

T



Thank you
Sandy Tung - GLA

Onyeka Onyekwelu - LOTI
Adam Collis - Third Street Group

David Reilly - Let’s Get Digital
Manjula Pindoria - London Borough of Brent

David Pickard - Kingston University
Uchenna D. Ani - UCL

Shade Nathaniel-Ayodele - London Borough of Southwark
Katie Hodges - City of Westminster and Royal Borough of 

Kensington and Chelsea
Lauren Salisbury - London Borough of Brent

Sajed Amirinia - London Borough of Tower Hamlets



Response from the boroughs

Ben Goward, Steve O’Connor, Trevor Dorling



Response from the GLA

Theo Blackwell, London CDO



Audience’s Favourite

Vote on Slido.com #IoTWeek Poll



Next steps

Eddie Copeland



Thank you!


